
human geographer

you never liked the measurable.
to reduce geography to syntax 
of soil, calculus of air, or angle 

of meander was to stratify the world 
in stone. instead, you sought to fault 
our own: subducting definition under 

theory, converging social with space, 
tracing culture to place. to spatialise
the imprecise is to measure meters

 
within sentient souls. after all, we 
survey this same map; your metric

scale versus my metrical verse, 

cartographing these intimate rivers
that lie beneath vain surfaces.
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Kumamoto

On Sunday I watched the morning news.
The headline: a major earthquake had occurred

in Kumamoto. You were there. I imagined
how you were nestled amidst spineless rubble

where dust flutters, how in its wake it left
a spectral calm, cleaved by a howling dog

also mourning. What set these trajectories
into motion was a fault not yours. I pictured you,
clutching his crumpled portrait with wanting fist

to your breast, as the hoary castle shuddered
but stayed. My heart trembled briefly in unison. 
Then I turned off the TV. And resumed breakfast.



Poet's Exegesis

?human geographer? and ?Kumamoto? are vers libre pieces 
written while reflecting upon personal incidents involving close 
friends. They are both reflections on the transience of 
interpersonal relationships formed during separate periods of 
life. These pieces are framed by a context that explores the 
relationship between humans and the Earth.

?human geographer? was written for a colleague who was 
leaving the school I was teaching Literature in. She specialised 
in human Geography, and disliked the scientific aspects of 
physical Geography. ?human geographer? is a personal poem 
that explores two questions within this geographical conceit: 
what are the humanities? And what makes all of us ?  a medley 
of segregated and distinct groups ?  human?

?Kumamoto? was written for a close friend who was on an 
exchange programme to Beppu, Japan, when the 2016 
Kumamoto earthquakes struck. It is a piece that deals with the 
ephemerality of life, and personal detachment and attachment. 
It is also a personal reminder that relationships, even those 
seemingly cast aside, exist as afterimages within our own 
interconnected being, and should be revisited before they are 
permanently severed ?  either by Nature, or by our own doing.
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